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Liverpool's uncertainty revives the title race 
Liverpool 2 Nottingham Forest 2  
RONNIE Rosenthal is the Kop's new idol, but his fourth goal in two games could 
not disguise Liverpool's continuing uncertainty yesterday as they allowed 
Nottingham Forest to recover from a two-goal deficit. The championship race has 
some life left in it after all.  
Liverpool are still in the driving seat, as Dalglish pointed out afterwards, with a 
point and a game in hand over Aston Villa. Many more displays like this one 
against a Forest side, without a win for eight games and palpably lacking in 
confidence, and those advantages will be purely notional.  
Arsenal are no longer seriously involved, though Wednesday's visit to Highbury 
suddenly looks as important as ITV hoped it would be when they switched the 
fixture.  
``We got what we deserved,'' Dalglish conceded. ``If you give them away at one 
end and don't put them away when they are presented to you at the other end, 
you pay the price.'' That summing up would be impossible to better.  
For a game between these old rivals, it was a surprisingly low-key affair. The 
computer quirk which brought Forest to Anfield a year after Hillsborough meant 
that the game could not be viewed without memories crowding in. Some 
watchers thought that the release of 95 red balloons in memory of the dead 
subdued the crowd and communicated the mood to the players.  
But Dalglish dismissed that suggestion and refused to use his long injury list, 
which forced the left-footed Staunton to play on the right side of midfield, as an 
excuse.  
It took only 12 minutes for them to take the lead with a vintage Liverpool goal. 
Hansen broke up a Forest attack and sent Barnes clear for Rosenthal to score with 
a ferocious effort.  
The Kop was still chanting his name when the Israeli turned provider. His cross 
was scraped away from Rush, Whelan heading the half-clearance into McMahon's 
path, and a fierce shot flew off Wilson's boot, to leave the wrong-footed Crossley 
helpless.  
The chanting for the new hero redoubled, but the new love affair may burn itself 
out quite quickly if the remaining 75 minutes are anything to go by.  
Rosenthal's eager, but too often blinkered running and complaints to referee 
Barrett did not win him many points with the manager. ``I'm sure he can 
contribute a lot more than he did today,'' Daglish said sourly.  
Liverpool's complacency was widespread however and, apart from one or two 
vintage passing movements, and several non-vintage tackles on the much abused 
Nigel Clough, the game went to sleep. Before the hour, it stirred as Barnes hit the 
bar with a header, and two minutes after it woke up with a bang as Forest scored 
out of the blue.  
Hansen was caught in possession by Carr, leaving Clough, who had spent the 
afternoon looking thoroughly browned off, free to break down the right. Hodge 
slid Clough's precise centre past Grobbelaar.  
If that goal was worrying, the next one was even more disturbing. Jemson was 
outnumbered by Hysen and Tanner, who had an unhappy first full game at 
Anfield, but the Forest player won the battle for Crossley's long kick. He cut inside 
to beat Grobbelaar low inside his near post, leaving three defenders with some 
soul-searching to do.  
Before and after that goal, Stuart Pearce showed them how defending should be 
done. The fiercely competitive Forest captain is not everybody's idea of an 
England full-back, but he ensured that the visitors escaped with a point by making 
two superb goal-line saves from Barnes and Rush.  
The second effort, flying to safety off Pearce's body, excited some Liverpool 
players almost as much as his breathtaking save at Wembley had incensed the 
Brazilians, but like his German counterpart, the referee saw no evil. This time, 
unlike their views on some of the tackling to which Barrett had turned a blind eye, 
nor did any neutral observers.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Hysen, D Burrows, S Staunton, R Whelan, A Hansen, 
N Tanner (sub: G Ablett), R Rosenthal, I Rush, J Barnes, S McMahon.  
NOTTINGHAM FOREST: M Crossley; B Laws, S Pearce, D Walker, S Chettle, S 
Hodge, F Carr, T Wilson, N Clough, N Jemson, G Parker.  
Referee: K Barrett.  
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Forest steal draw as Liverpool lose the fighting spirit 
LIVERPOOL 2 NOTTINGHAM FOR 2.  
LIVERPOOL 2(4-4-2): Grobbelaar; Tanner (sub: Ablett 82min), Hysen, Hansen, 
Burrows; Staunton, Whelan, McMahon, Barnes; Rush, Rosenthal.  
NOTTINGHAM FOR 2(4-4-2): Crossley; Lawes, Chettle, Walker, Pearce; Carr, 
Hodge, Wilson, Parker; Clough, Jemson.  
Goals: Rosenthal (13min) 1-0; McMahon (15min) 2-0; Hodge (65min) 2-1; Jemson 
(71min) 2-2.  
Weather: blustery. Ground: firm.  
Referee: K Barratt (Coventry).  
HOW PERVERSE] On a day that seemed to be turning into a respectful triumph for 
Merseyside, Liverpool for the second time this season allowed the fighting spirit 
of Nottingham Forest to take from them a 2-0 advantage, demonstrating that 
something has obviously disappeared from the motivation of the best team in the 
land. Forest, after a dreadful first half of chasing shadows and after playing more 
than 10 hours on this ground without scoring a goal, were revived by Clough the 
Younger in attack and by Walker in defence.  
Clough seemed almost kicked into life by another of those tackles McMahon 
inflicts upon him, while Walker remains the hope for England after holding out in 
the second half against an attacking centre-forward trio of Rush, Barnes and 
Rosenthal. The contest had appeared to be over quickly. Indeed, once Rosenthal 
and McMahon had scored within two minutes of each other, Forest, who had had 
eight consecutive defeats at Anfield here, seemed unable to raise more than 
token opposition.  
The intention throughout has been to keep the memorial occasion for today. But 
black armbands were worn, and at half-time, when 95 red balloons were released 
into the chilly, blustery air, the Kop gave a heart-touching rendering of the 
Liverpool anthem: You'll Never Walk Alone.  
We had reason last April to question whether the game of soccer itself was 
relevant, given such appalling catastrophe. That question, in the fullness of time, 
seems fatuous. There is nothing in our society, certainly nothing in Liverpool, that 
compensates for the match on a Saturday afternoon.  
And in Italy last week, I learnt from Gianni Agnelli, the godfather of Juventus, that 
his team had also been devastated after Heysel. ``We played well for another 
three months, almost as if the team were compensating for the loss of human 
life,'' he said. ``But after that the impetus disintegrated. Of course the team was 
ageing as well, but I can easily understand why you suggest that if Liverpool are 
not so totally overpowering in England as their talents suggest, that the players 
have a different priority.'' Yet Agnelli hopes that when Uefa meet in Malta on 
Thursday they will agree that Liverpool should not serve further penance when 
the ban on England's teams from Europe is lifted: ``All these tournaments without 
England, especially without Liverpool, lose 50 per cent of their true meaning.''  
This game seemed to lose at least that after the opening 15 minutes. The first goal 
had an authentic tale to tell. Ronnie Rosenthal, the Israeli on loan from Standard 
Liege, had already scored a hat-trick right foot, left, and head in his debut at 
Charlton on Wednesday. Now his considerable speed, his eagerness and the 
quickness of his touch contributed a goal at Anfield. What a splendid affair it was] 
Hansen, imperious at the back, strolled forward, unleashed Barnes on the left 
wing with an early pass and Barnes's cross-ball was pinpointed seven yards out for 
Rosenthal to bisect the Forest centre-backs with a timely run and an easy-looking 
left-foot volley.  
Within a couple of mintes that score was doubled by McMahon. He struck an 
optimistic drive from well outside the penalty area, and the ball was deflected off 
Hodge on its way past Crossley into the net. Forest were pitiful. We have seldom 
had the excuse to utter such a word in the 15 years of Brian Clough's 
management there, but after seven games without success their first-half attitude 
was meekly to accept that they would not alter their fortunes on this turf.  
Incredible how emphatically confidence and concentration can drain from the 
professional footballer. Incredible also because twice in the opening exchanges 
Forest might have scored. First Jemson had far more time than he realised when 
Parker put him through in the centre, but by dithering Jemson allowed Hysen to 
stretch out a foot and nick the ball away. Moments later Parker again instigated 
an attack from the left flank. Clough stunned the ball with a single touch and 
brought Hodge into play. Hodge pushed the ball back for Wilson, who from 16 
yards lifted his head and carelessly lofted the ball over the crossbar. Yet Liverpool, 
as we have suspected, are not able to sustain their advantage as they should. The 
second half was 20 minutes old when they allowed Forest back into the game. 
Clough did the prompting from the right wing. Jemson missed the ball completely, 
but Hodge nipped in unseen to claim the goal from six yards. And six minutes later 
Liverpool were even more guilty of sleeping on the job when Jemson turned in 
the penalty box and with a low shot deceived Grobbelaar inside his right-hand 
post. Liverpool? They could not help but create chances. Rosenthal once more 
showed a searing burst of pace and a whiplash finishing shot, which Crossley 
deflected with a reflex save but only to Barnes. Barnes instantly shot and Pearce 
just as quickly cleared the ball from beneath the crossbar.  
By now the 37,265 crowd had grown disillusioned on a day which began with a 
chill in the air and in the heart and was meandering its way to a perverse sharing 
of the points.  

 

 

 
 


